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Weapons of the third era

Description: Mod adds game weapons from the third round... According to all the known games, the sick peacock. The swords are very stoic . Love Skyrim, but remember the good old Morrowind? Tired of the nerce? Then it's the newest for you! This game includes about 60 swords from Morrond. Each sword has its own model and detailed build (well, it was
as much as possible as 2012))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) Update 1.3:- This was inherited from the modern Tesla69 localaser which our website left in 2015. The archive was lost, so it was re-translated. Where to make:- More and more swords are ready
in it. But to find the rest some swords can be purchased from The Troubled Needs of Jorland Gray: Skyrim Lee 1.9.32.0.8 (All 3 DLC) Application Localizer: Financial Difficulty in the Moment And I stand before choosing either to search for another work (and then the time for translation and design of mods will remain) or continue your skills with your creative
financial help Praatbank 4149 4993 4163 4945 (Ukraine) Installation: (via fashion managers or manually) 1. Download fashion files on the main link. Weapons_Third_Era_V1 .3 (RUS) is the main archive of Fashion 2. Copy the contents of the Data Archive folder in the data folder in the game, turn on. 3. If desired, you can have optional files on additional
links, set at the top of the main fashion with a change of .3 WOTE_fix_meshes_update_V1 s (RUS)-it's a fix for swords and swords (only if the bag in the game doesn't look good WOTE_No_leveled_lists_V1). 3 (RUS)- If you want weapons to be written in a sky-WOTE_Sky_style_glass_weap_V1 rocket, .3 (RUS) is an option if you want to get the glass
weapons to a glass weapon, instead of the Morround WOTE_green_weapons_V1 .3 (RUS)-it's a re-rating of weapons in green: If you like the mod, thank the author by pressing the confirmation key 15 minutes after downloading from the cluster. Enjoy your game! Page 2Page 3Page 4Page 5Page 6Page 7Page 1 Page 9Page Skyrim Lee 56216 7830
Version: 4.0 119 Page 11Page 11Page 12 TES V: Skyrim LE 29824 3512 Version: 4.0 30 Page 13 TV: Sky Rim Lee 5254 96 Version: A 24 Page 14 TES v: Skyrim Lee 19203 1486 Version: 20151029 32 Page 15Page 16 Page 17 TES V: Skyrim Lee 28684 1746 Version 0103 28 Page 19 TES V: Skyrim LE 40643 6523 Version: 1.1 A 62 Page 20 TES V:
Skyrim LE 9791 672 Version: 1.0 21 Page 21 TES V: Skyrim Lee 18112 22 Version 23: 1.1 11 Page 22 TES V: Skyrim Lee 19070 3092 Version: 1.0 Page 10: 10.0 27 TES V: Skyrim LE 14760 1416 Version: 1.1 5 Page 23 TES V Skyrim LE 28848 29 37 Version: 1.4.1 9 Page 24Page 25 Home News Files-Fashion Video Forum by Tech Support Group
Movement Group VKanduz Takte Gamer-mods.ru © 2012-2020. All rights are reserved. The site is prohibited from the original fashion to copy the content without specific active reference: 747823 Details: After the destruction of the island, a significant portion of the living population of The Morvand moved to Sky Ram, and with them here extraordinary
weapons and weapons The plugin includes a large amount of professionally made weapons and a coach kit for the game. You may already know the original version of this plug-in, but was abandoned by the original author. The bugs have been in it, and this new design version is trying to get rid of them. Update 1.5.1:-ESP file converted into UTF-8
encoding. -Esp file is re-saved in the new SC to complete the new Skyrim file structure. Read more: The swords: The third period is a collection of one-handed, sky-ram equivalent and very few. - Long swords: They can be called another half to them too, although they have two hands, but they are slightly less than usual, which gives them a advantage in
speed. -Squats: Unusual curved one-hand blade which is slightly heavier than the standard swords, but moves them forward at speed and length. -The staff: Two hand handling staff who need the skills to handle the battle hammer, but move them forward at speed. -Katana: A sword with one hand immediately. -Shakiza: Short but sharp one-handed sword. -
Tanto: A very short, but even fast blade, though the dagger-noda-low: a two-handed katana, in length and a half, which causes them to lose speed. -The weapon of the dead: very rare, but all the respect i say. -Arental glass arm and coach: With solid glass Vvardenfell is rare but tell-skyrim glass. -Glass Copies: Occasionally the Blocks of Sky Ram with
various success attempts to copy the Eastern Glass weapon. Silver Weapon: Available 2 an exceptional light and much more powerful weapon than the effective Skyrim Analogis. All silver weapons are effective against bloody and undead. Silver is very low, but its properties are as high as its value. Other: a few clubs, stars, axis.  Level list:-The list of levels-
how to choose this game that will be returned from enemies and put into weapons. Without these lists, you will not be able to get weapons in the game in a different way than its creation or with the console.  - Other plug-ins that change the same level lists as it is modern conflicts, so you'll get a weapon from the plugin that is the last to load one. Level lists
from different mods can be combined with the variety:- So if two mods change the list of the same level, you will find items from this list related to the latest fashion. Nothing more, the list of levels of both mods that do not bite will continue to work perfectly, and of course any stuff that you already or non-game characters will not disappear.  -The Ori Bush can
combine the revised level lists of two (or more) mods, so you'll get all possible returns from both mods.  Resume the original weapon:- A little extra. ESP will replace the original Skyrim weapons model on that third-round weapon model. Just change the model, the features remain original. Basic. esm (and other.esm) is not required if you just want to change
the original model and don't want to include the third round of the game. It's important to work hard. Just archive documents. New in version for special edition:-Special translation of the name of the Original Weapons on the Hipburn system! Other - Forget! -All fashion bags have been customized by the Scention Optizar 2.4 (detailed report attached). -All
implemented fashion files, including text that do not contain, have been regenerated into the new UTF-8 encoding. Requirements:-Sky RAM SE installation (only manually or by the modern manager, will not be set by nMM manager):-Keep fashion files (and options, if desired) in the data folder and contact the game launcher F: B: I'm not looking at the
weapon model, how to fix it? A: You probably update the game, using the old version of Sky Ram! If you use the pasti version and don't know how to move it, then you've come to the wrong address. نژرو / دیدج سا  ںیم :  PISE/CCO/ وک t/ بوسپسد /WTFIDK  ؟ �ریغو !/ �� اتھکر  تقباطم  ھتاس  �ک   A: You should ask them. This plugin includes only weapons, craft recipes
and a list of levels. The rest is the work of the authors of the mods.  In: Will this plug-in conflict with Jesus? A: You can probably write level lists (read in the book), you can use the ore bush. Collect them or yourown. Do not use this modern level lists so that you disable the esp file (so you won't find a weapon during your trip.  In: Can this weapon be made and
better? A: Yes, absolutely everything. In: Will non-game characters use these weapons? A: Yes, almost all weapons are used by non-game characters, but depending on their price they are randomly released. In: Rating as Tandaggars? A: That's right.  In: and what about the requirements for the materials for preparation and Weapons? A: Some blade,
such as the Orantel katanas, as a set, should be very rare, more powerful than standard equipment, but many people didn't like it if they could not be fake, because there are high requirements for their creation. If you want a powerful sword for nothing, use the console. If you like fashion, I put it out, you can help me: 4081781035600322754-Yandex's Wall:
410011993475062 At the same time we will see how much my work is... Thank you! Thank you!
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